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LIESELOTTE M. 
PROCHNOW 

HILDEBRANDT 
(1920-1985) 

The Linguistic Circle of Manitoba and North Dakota was saddened 
the death of long time member Lieselotte Hildebrandt, Professor 

Emeritus of German, University of North Dakota, on December 7, 
1985. 

Born in Stettin, West Germany, February 22, 1920, Professor 
Hildebrandt was educated in the Maedchenschule in Stettin and the 
University of Hamburg, where she was awarded the Master of Arts 
degree in 1961. She was a professional actress for twelve years and 
met her husband, Bruno F. O. Hildebrandt (former president of the 
Linguistic Circle) when he was a stand-in in a play in which she was 
starring. They were married on April 7, 1949, in Frankfurt and came to 
the United States in 1963, settling initially in Boulder, Colorado. 

Professor Hildebrandt taught at the School for Adult Education, 
University of Colorado, Boulder; the University of Il
Circle; and the University of North Dakota. She also 

Stanford University Institutes in Germany, the 
College, and the University of Min

Professor Emeritus in 1985. 

with her husband, the author of Drills 
"Das Deutsche 'R': Regelhaftigkeiten 

und Anwendung im 
Deutschephonetik fuer 

(honorary German 
of German, Modern 

of University Pro
Linguistic Circle of 
Who '8 Who in the 

and Who's Who in the 

of 

. O. Hildebrandt and 
West 

this 
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Conference of the Circle of Manitoba and 
was convened on October 25, at the Town House Motor 

Forks, North Dakota. The members were Presi-
1. and Bernard Dean of the Universi-

of Arts and Sciences. Sixteen papers were 
afternoon 

held in the Town House, was made 
the presence and words of Professor 
_ President and one of the Founders of 

His talk will be found in the issue of p'¥',,,,,,)'orl'l.'l'U'.< 

address, "A Book of Palindromes," was 2"iven bv Ben 
of North Dakota. Followinlr the 

Twelve papers were heard at the ;::,atUfOa 
without that the ""<0'·111"",", 

been of the 

The Business was called to order at 12:30 p.m., Saturday, 
26, President Morgan. The Committee offered 

as officers for 1986: Walter Swayze, President; Edward 
Donna Norell, W Hliam 

and Ben Collins, Editor of Proceedings. 
his thanks for the Canadian 

successful and and invited the 
for the 1986 Conference at a date yet to be 

Mr. President, good old friend 
Ladies and 2"entJlenlen 

I thank you, Mr. 
lyand 
dinner. 

Since I have five minutes or so to address this serious and 
UU"'''l''''. I will my to be brief. 

This is, indeed, the 25th (or the 28th conference) 
Circle of Manitoba and North which was IOlm(leG 

the North Dakotan Mr. Norman Levin 
Manitoban 

n~nI'6~MP and later on Harvard _ 
now in MontreaL is 

emammg coworker from 1953 with whom I still have cor-

the appearance of new 
of scholars cominll in, in literature and 

,'I:o.,ml,',g,w Circle it was 

propose a little a constructive 
has been in the minds of most of you. Language 

and literature go in my own work I have to check in 
the of literature for the of the words and use the 
<OA,''''',.!'''''' in context and comment on these. To come to the point: As I 
had seen this before in practice, and I see it now: in the program of 
1985 there are 7 linguists participating and 22 literary people. 

5 



a that starting this year or next the 
should be renamed: Linguistic and Literary Circle. 

28 conferences, this change makes sense. 

convey to you a message I received from Dr. Rudnyckyj last 
It says the following: "Sorry, being unable to attend our 

Please convey my best wishes to all members of 
Yours Jaroslav." I hastened to convey to him our 

and, in return, best wishes for his 75th birthday. 

you for your patience and I wish you from the bottom of my 
continuous success in your research work and new discoveries in 

own fields of literature and l.'I:nH"/J.1' •• ' ,:,",.,-

OVER THE BRIDGE: 
AN HISTORICO-POLITICAL 

INTERPRETATION AN EARLY 
STORY BY HEINRICH BOLL 

Gustav Beckers 
University of Manitoba 

"Over the Bridge", which was published in 
as a satire on the monotony of everyday 

class family and its obsession with 
the short story deals with the 

6 

observes whenever he 
the actions (I.e. "purging") he 

The universality of the 
works of Antoine de 
days of commercial aviation, his 
on his thought. provides the 
Hons of sensations and experiences 
1930's found exhilarating and dramatic. 
although numerous, do not by themselves 
which travel assumes in an of Saint-Exupery's 
letters to his "posthumous work", Citadelle. A 
structural role in the composition of a novel, and 
almost the adventure of distant destinations, the 
unimportant, and not infrequently never reached. 
reason for the flight has little significance, the purpose 

is associated with the attribution of meaning to 
otherwise disparate and even absurd. 

'assengers on the other hand, are frequently synonymous 
are the sedentary ones whose occasional or 

to distinguish them from the heroic ones of 
nevertheless feels no scorn for the earthbound, only sadness 

at or dismay at the vulnerability of those whose 
Genevieve's in Courrier Sud, in the seeming stabili
world. 

walking in a city which has become 
pilots struggling to return 

disasterous crash, and in one significant 
to reach the holy city, are all engaged in 

which illustrate various facets of Saint-Exupery's 
but also reveal how, over the course of his life, the author loses faith in 
the metier as the source of meaning in life and finds it instead in pro
gress towards a spiritual ideaL 

7 



",,,nv,,,,,, is a in which I to describe 
last lucid moment. The is set in his lodgings at 

the of 3, 1889. Previously that day Nietz-
witnessed a coachman beat his horse furiously at the quiet 

Alberto. He had run up to the horse and his arms 
its neck to orotect it. He'd collansed and when he woke up the 

however, Nietzsche wakes up the 
the audience in his room after the confusion of 

n""I',,,,,,r!Q to address them as a Greek chorus. 

The of Nietzsche which underlies the monologue is 
very much inspired by and Existentialism. Nietz-

sche's statements and eternal recurrence, 
are not seen as addressing evolution or the nature of the 

but rather they are viewed as key symbols within 
(see Bernd Magnus: Nietzsche's Existential 

allows one to make Nietzsche himself con
some of the inevitable, yet profoundly 

aU;<CLl'lJ'''' which arise from his philosophy of "the world 

matter of the monologue; 
reader or viewer to decide. 

8 

lugnificance of terms 
tend to 

terms such as gallon 
term for a weight or 

"'''HCl.,es relative to another 

term aeslgnau _ 
times, a shekel varied in weight from about 
There was at least as much variation in the 
talent and mina through time. Again, at any 
unit of to another vary from 

n,.,~n" .. tll"'" between 
Mesopotamia the Hittite 
(50:1) is another case in Whether or not 

that of the Hittites or Phoenicians, 
the mina of these places and peoples was the 
What has been noted above about units of 
East can also be demonstrated for at least some 

in the Old the 8UtU 

which varied from time to time in lV.U""'IJ".,au!U:L. 

also in the Hittite Empire. Sommer and .c.nt""'U. 

(RA 127 ff) and Aimmern (A 0 
that 1 PA = 2 (seak), but without nfl'"",,,,,,, ""~UUH.""U 

this view. They refer to 
anything remotely akin to a demonstration, 
hittite de capacite, peut-etre = (J 

Ehelolf at first incorrectly quote 
to 1 P A, but later on in their work 
have obviously made and not 
But, unlike they do adduce 

with Hroznj's 
1/2 BAN ... , " ... 5 1/2 Beak 

dined to think that for the sake 
others making inventories 
measure to terms for 
that mentions 5 1/2 
5 1/2 BAN, and 

2. 
aUen vol. II, pp. 270 ff. 

p. 
68, n. 

53, n. 1. They do not, however, give a good argument for their 
to read his (HroznY's) mind: "Aiiszerdem 

wurden 13 ,PA' iv nach Hr. = 78 siiti, wofur man in clem von ihm 
offen bar ang"mommenen System doch eine bohere Einheit (etwa das gUT = 36 
siiti) erwarten miiszte." 

9 



13s. For that matter the pilot of a plane 
he flies at 43,000 feet altitude rather than at 

second reason for not assuming that the Hittites 
conversions from lower to higher units of measure is 

'''''''''U'~A stuff; viz., a text, and the relevant part of the text is, 
preserved! The text is KUB XVII 35 iii 1-21, 

the Fall and Spring festivals for the Storm-god of Gur-
21 sums up the quantities of various materials used dur

and Spring festivals for the deity. Note is made that 2 PA 
BAN of flour, among other things, are provided for the festivals by 

Since 4 BAN are mentioned in this summary, we may be 
rcdisposed to think that a PA must be = (4 + x) BAN. But, if we go 

the text description of the we note (in line 7, and 
"",,,,n,p.,.., else) that 5 BAN of flour are the town for the Fall 

of the Storm-god; and, to line 20, the same amount is 
for the Spring festival for the Now, unless we insist that 

Hittites could not count (and, for that matter, could not perform 
arithemetical operations), then we are required to equate (5 + 5) 
(from lines 7 and 20) with 2 PA + 4 BAN (from line 21). That is, 10 
= 2 PA + 4 BAN. It foHows, then, that 2 PA = 6 BAN; or, 1 PA 

3 BAN. Of course, we can object that, on the one hand, there is no 
evidence that the Hittites knew how to solve even simple algebraic 

on the other hand, that it is to say the least unusual to 
a rather than the whole of a given mass from smaller 

"""",,·'.rv (note the statement, 2 P A and 4 BAN (line 
to these objections is to point out that even if the Hit

an algebraic equation and solve it, they could 
vessels representing standard units of measure. 

had, even if we may not. Moreover, 
that sometimes they, like we, were 

not have as many large (i.e., P A 
u",<,,-,,,,'u. and were forced to make do 

10 

volume) vessels. However 
stands. The mathematics 

so weak 
that it is 
Thirdly, 

conclusion that, at 
century B.C. 

A BOOK OF 

Ben 
University 

A palindrome is a word, sentence, 
novel or mathematical formula that reads 
ward - though I shaH take some liberties 
tions. For example, Numbers or Forumlae: 

or Word: wow, leve~ redder, 
meant to be a radar (radio 
characteristically and best 
sir; Are we not drawn onward, we 
dura rudibus; Roma tibi subito motibus 
amor or Roma subito motibu8 amor); 
Nod. The palindrome may even 
last, Garter retracts a lot; Drat 
and even Oedipus, a Theban 

One might say that the 
definition; the palindrome 
Who invented the 

T A S 
OPERA 
TEN E T 
AREPO 
SAT 0 R 

a 
attributed 

my fee, and 
Romasummus 

This square 
to 

11 charm or code or sign for early Christians 
Other practitioners of the palindrome were 

a Greek author, Ambrose Pamperes, who wrote a 
416 one-line palindromes in ancient Greek, celebrating 

the of Catherine the Great (1802); Jonathan Swift; Edgar 
Allen Poe, Lewis Carroll, W. H. Auden; and many others. The interest 
shown in the palindrome by so many otherwise sane and respectable 
people causes one to wonder what it is that attracts them to this literary 

11 



the zoo, who, when asked what he 
"If it bores me, you know/ To walk to and fro,/ I 

fro and to"? Have we succumbed to the of 
backward for fear we may otherwise miss some hidden 

the old and erstwhile laxative SERUTAN? And 
Thomas' town in Under Milkwood -

may remember Percival Christopher Wren's novel of the 
(Beau Sabreur, I think it was) whose villain, 

so named the author to amuse and elucidate the 
to read the name backward! 

it is 
is the that reads one way 

and related way Deliver evil answers 
live reviled. Kenneth Burke's definition 

"What goes forth as A returns as non-A" retains its 

not a much-used device nor thought of as a 
the does reach us in the world: in recent 

"F'rank and Ernest" cartoons, artist Thaves draws an insect with a head 
either end; the bug says, "My mother was a caterpillar and my father 

" In another, one of the two is consulting a newspaper, 
to the other: "The of the Palindrome 

new car. A 

must consider certain combinations of 
avid diva, drab bard, stab bats, emit time, etc. Some 

reversed: in shock therapy, one might advise one to 
illustrated graphically. As in any type of 

"classics" is essential. When asked what 
Webster's Third, one should unhesita 

Indian non-tobacco smoking mix-
most will on occasion, 

salesman," one should 
He (the 

It remains to "tt<>""nt 

for serious intent. If we may use 
Greek comic and masks with the 

I think it demonstrable that the 
make the necessary connection between the 
their close in essence as well 
EYELEVELEYE (with a human eye 
might the idea of literalness that another 
UNLEVELNU might enlarge to some !.H'.uU~;I)!JU!ll: 
of literalness which upsets the COII1Vj~m,lOllal; 

the nth of human 
that I have seen, let me 

for 
the words "non" and "tot" - "not" and 

Latin themselves seem to indicate a conquer-
of on the page, the ts to 

graves, the ns also while the 
be the open graves of those interred. 

close the words merge and the tot and 
become ton, a music that announces the end of death. Some p"',,"m,, 

of tot and non are in the form of crosses, allowin!r at 

immense and that the proper 
drome may be in "concrete 

It would seem that the 

13 



BEGINNING 

JP.'r .'1'1. f. '/ J 

to the lack of awareness of its existence in the 
remarkable cultural strength, regularity of structure, and 

from place to place, the most striking socio
characteristic of Michif (Cree) is the strong sense of identifica-

have to the particular dialect or subdialect that they 
the case on the Turtle Mountain Reservation in 

Feelings are strong enough that when bits of the 
have been taught in the schools or adult programs have 

started, responses have been negative, not because the language 
- although that happens too - but because a par

form or pronunciation is seen as incorrect or inappropriate, this 
"''''G'''''!'; that in the respondent's family it is said differently. The 

of such dialect differences should be of interest. What this 
paper purports to do is not to present the results of such a study, but 
rather the initial stages of it in one area, the Turtle Mountain Reserva
tion. 

Given the wide distribution of Michif, in the states of North Dakota 
Montana in the United States, and across Manitoba and Saskat

and its extremely unusual nature, it is surprising 
better known than it seems to be. Michif is a mixture 

combined in a most rigidly defined manner. Nouns 
structures come from French, including being mark

feminine genders and using the French sound 
verbs is definitely and complicatedly Cree. 

Cree and show an animate-inanimate 
on verb forms. Thus the language 

Cree-dominated, with French in

14 

in word orders. Connec
so. 

'come in' some 
occurs only 

use h. 

elements. 

4) the use of shi- as a time marker on conjunct verb 
stead of chi-; some speakers use ta- in this P01,Ulon. 

5) different results of sound for example 
from ni- + wee-; niweetouhtawn, meetoustawn. 

6) obviation. Algonquian have a device for 
ing third and fourth person referents in focus. 
Some speakers seem to have lost limited use of this 
distinction. 

Differences in the amount of French 
tion of whole French phrases in \ov,,,,,'vu ;","Udl,lU";" 

Tawnshi eshinihkawshouyen? 'What's 
also occurs. A extensive list 

To investigate these dialect differences 
been prepared, thirty-five items 
family and language background. The 
but early results suggest that there is a 
the distinctions that exist will most 
geographical patterns of settlement 
distribution of speakers of 
eluding differences in the kind of '-""""71,1,.1''%'" 

chewan. 

A 

Ibsen has suffered in translation, 
but because Ibsen's plays tend to be 

read about Ibsen that does not ade-
quately account for in the plays. Read in Norwegian, 
the play seems its English translations indicate, yet the 
ending is darker. More the play's attitude to the characters 
actions is more ironic in the Norwegian version. 

Such differences in tone become significant in light of a growing in
terest in translation studies. The idea of one definitive translation has 
happily been dissolved. A broader concept of equivalence makes func
tion a primary consideration in translation. In Translation Studies, 
Susan Bassnett-McQuire points out that the translator must determine 
the relationship of each structure to its source language and culture as 

15 



he must then consider its func-
text, and determine its 

whole. Since no translation can . . 
without the traditional 

","m"".""", jJIBCOIUI€iS instead a search for "a dialectic between 
"tpm"t".,."", within and surrounding the SL and TL texts." 

li"' .. ..,,;stic structures becomes 
foHowed bv a further 

words 
m."uuug which 

Some words that are troublesome are also 
essential to an ironic of the action of the the of 
rrem1ne,r1. for instance, creates ironies bringing the subjects and ob-

described as into with each other and with 
Dointinll to a connection between that which is strange 

the reccurence of spennende 
and forms a which connects Hilde's toying 
with danllerous forces with EUida's inability to extricate herself from 

are the words Ellida uses to express her fear: 
. ~,<:''''''''':'';',''''r (I'''''H'II,','P, redsel. An of these words form 

characters and actions in ironic ways. The 
difficult since its recurrence is 

action. Whole scenes pivot 
word and thereby prepare us for the 

there is in her marriage 

'n'I)'W""'. words introduced 
above life and subsequently 

u""",,,,,,,,,, from her. This choice which 

16 

to him; she can 
Wangel's act 

an act of love it 

the relationship 
means of parallel 

situations. In addition, 
Bolette has been l:Je'~K(mea 
madness renounces it; 
The acute pain we 
frontation with our 
from that 
ordeal, they have 

Judged in these 
noted. The parents 

which they can share a life; 
that the price has been 

statement that 
children - becomes 

uneasy 

No translation that I know of 
translate authentically, we 
matters. What have mattered 
political ideas, and lately his 
that The Lady from the Sea has 
case study has led to the 
ed the play's ironic structure, 
expresses itself 
I is meaning would then 
made by characters themselves, 
tween them . 

Many people's love of 
of the legend of King Arthur. 
was later to write for his 

childhood stories 
John Steinbeck, who 

Arthur and his No
n",,,,,,,pr rna,UUSCT'lot of Malory's tales. Yet ble Knights based on the 

in a letter to his ",,,,UV,,,,,,, hints at a gap between 
medieval legend and children's 

There are several not do. I will not clean it up. 
Pendragon did take Cornwall and that is the way 
it was ... I think children not understand these _ 
but accept them until are confused by moralities which 
try by silence to eliminate reality. These men had women 
and I'm going to them. 

17 



Have authors been guilty of the legends for children? 
Was much editing necessary to make these centuries-old tales fit 
for children's consumption? Did other versions of King Arthur not tell 
the truth about Uther Pendragon? Were the legends in effect censored? 

To find the answers to such two old children's ver-
sions of Arthur are examined. Sidney Lanier's The Boy's King Ar
thur (1917) and The Children's King Arthur (1930) doubtless inspired 
many of today's medievalists in their childhood. Three key episodes of 
the Arthurian story presented in these books are compared to the 
medieval version of the circumstances surrounding the birth of 

the between Merlin and Vivien and the tragic 
of Guinevere and Lancelot. 

~nT", ... ,,,,..t that in the tales for 
children changes of both substance and intent were introduced. 
However, it must also be that medieval authors were 
equally prone to take liberties with their sources. 

AND BRAND 

North State University - Bottineau 

of Rolvaag's Giants in the Earth remains an enigma to 
readers. Why does Beret, a pious woman, thrust her 

the IJrairie winter to meet his death? We can gain an in-
the she sings at Hans 

with Ibsen's Brand, a character 

publication of 
linlfjuistif']ue (Je1~er'ale as the turning 

ublication came a new direction 
took second place to syn-

several features of the Cours 

18 

which have led historians to name de Saussure 
structural linguistics. But is he? 

This paper will apply part of a model np'JPII'HW'n 

events in the science of language, such as the 
analyze the key features of Saussure's 
sociocultural, intellectual and I'''U''''''I'''''''''' 
late 1800's, we will to illustrate that 
of his times than a creatore ex nihilo, for 
faceted sign, valeur linguistique, langue as the 
and even the break from diachronic to 

Green Sky contains the germ 
enigmatic Cn;ar!Lcterlza:tlOn: 
create a symbolic 
themes of irnn,.i,Q,,,nrn 

manipulators 
in time, 

The LiV.U;:>iHIl between Bonnie 

wittingly 

actions are describ
The bond between 

llelJenaellce. Flor's cry, 
a but a cry of despair. 
in Flor's marriage, Bonnie un

'Tli"'UVP influence. 

Images of mirrors crucial in portraying this relation-
ship and Flor's retreat Both images are present or implied 
in the novel's title. search for their own images (identities) in 
mirrors. Bonnie's in the mirror to haunt FloI'. FloI' im-
agines a perfect room for love as "full of mirrors," and her narcissism 
joins images of water and mirror. Unable to find a useful answer to the 
eternal question facing Gallant's characters, "Why did you come to this 
place," FloI' escapes into her madness. Part of the epigraph from Yeat's 
"The Shadowy Waters" which Gallant uses for the later novena "Its Im
age on the Mirror" is appropriate. 

19 



Fellow UT!HUi",t'P1" 

Could we but mix ourselves into a dream 
Not in its on the mirror! 

The vision of dislocation, the of the tone of 
and the of Green Water, Green are elements that 
Gallant rather than altered as she moved into the <lllP'IY"""tivP 

and lambent narratives of her 

While a true Southerner refuse to use the word in 
what to the South in the Civil War, it is the 

of that defeat which exerts the most influence on 
War Southern literature. Because the Southern writer knows, from the 

p.xl[jf'r·if'rl(~f'_ that can come to the literature he 
tends to be pessimistic. In the characteristic Southern 

short story, whatever can go wrong does. This 
can be discovered in a very War short 

",,,UHit:LU'" Harris's "Well! Dad's Dead" (1868). and in a 
The Glad River (1982). 

South's 
what Southern writers 

20 

A review of research on American 
of critical 

rect this deltlcl'Bn~:y 

Western 

in American Western literature 

'-''''''''''u~ maintain that the 
descendants of Fon ... " ... """, 

the 

as Will James, Florence 
the horse was bonded to man an in
Horse heroes who suffered a 

~o'nn"Qt"'N from their n~""h.h" 
often Moreover, an 

,·mH''''· •. '''!''''. James and Dobie elevated these 
horses into archtvDal freedom symbols, Conseauentlv. a who 
"broke" and ;~;n~;,o~v.~..l 

of himself. in his zeal to subdue an 
cowboy of literature is as an unsavory nr()tal!omSJ;. 

21 



appears in mustang 
C;U"CHHAt'U cultivation of sympathy for 

a horse that was formerly free enslaved mankind. The sym-
bestowed upon a was determined by his former 

level of freedom; this emotion be increased if he courageously 
resisted capture. Once confined, a former stallion leader that 
protected his of mares 
age of lasting symbolic iTY"'''". 

sympathy was not 
the mustang freedom 
tributed to a clever stallion 

steeds that 
... " ... t .. " ",,,1 in both Indian 

element which shaped 
would commonly be at

C'WlAUC"'''_! avoided a cowboy's lariat. 
retain their freedom are repeatedly 

from the Western land-
scape. Pursued modern and confined by posts and wire, 
the of the mustang is shrinking in proportion to 
his fenced-in environment. Nevertheless, decorative traditions such as 
the ritual of the "riderless horse" - the symbol of a perished rider - re
main rooted in American ethos. This ritual survives to indicate that, in 
death as in life, man and horse are collective creatures. 

(I) 
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van 
sup-

most of 
(all in 

personal 
many other 

z,uylen makes 
of her "philosophy," 
others. This concern 
some vague utopian 

that there are no 
was precisely this 

individuals to do 
because not much was to be ex

scale. In particular, she en-

couraged members of the aristocracy 
aware of their obligations towards the 
privileges, which she did not want to 
justified. 

This emphasis on most individual 
cultiver notre jardin, is 
(1798), where the author creates ",n1'1""" 
characters to make decisions and 
quiescing, more or less passively, in the 

Despite this kind of "ulilitarianism" 
ed somewhat 
about a new a new 
convinced that while one evil was 
beginning to develop. Thus, in her 
stay more or less at the same 
"perfection." 

Thomas Mann's concept of LOVE PY1U·",,,,,,,,rt 

figures, attains a scale of meanings from addiction to lust to 
surrender. Thus, at its extremes the concept of LOVE, for 
Mann, actually can represent contrasts. 

Thomas Mann reveals two vital fictional aspects of self: first, his 
stinctual battle with his inner conflicts which is a fertile ground for the 
Mephistophelian figure to emerge as a personification of the Antagonist; 
secondly his temporary surrender to the peace of Schopenhauer's stage 
of ERKENNUNG (or insight) allowing him insight through a 
humanistic-metaphysical expansion, in which state of mind, the 
Mephistopheles figure never does appear. 

The physical and metaphysical extremes of LOVE occupy the end 
points of Thomas Mann's universally relevant scale of concepts. The 
Mephistophelian figure is not a mythological or biblical figure as is 
Satan, but a literary device, a PERSONA FleTA, with particular 
reference to FAUSTIAN development. Mephisopheles embodies the re
jection of LOVE, which is antagonistic to his nature. Thus, Thomas 
Mann can mold his Mephistophelian PERSONA and can express himself 
artistically. 
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expeClal1y as his nature 
of the LOVE 

HlISLHlCL, the "addiction of lust" 

In most of Thomas Mann's works, some aspects directly per-
tain to his idol even uses of direct quotations from 
Goethe's FAUST. The Young hero of "Gefallen"'s in-

characteristics. The young 
ni"",.~!a" town, falls in love with a 

morality, unusual in theatrical circles. 
the third the 

mischievous the student lustfully into Irma's arms, 
down all moral resistance passion and lust. This sen-

of LOVE. lowest on the LOVE ECHELLE, when cor
tumbles down to lust, promiscuity 

to a failure. identifies with 
>lA'lwcmUJ PERSONA FleTA: he 
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the two figures 
Mann deals with a 

but he still does not 
the expressing 
of his life. 

after these stories, 
I-n~]eCj;l'()n. In "Little Herr Friedemann" 

who commits suicide out 
"The Wardrobe" a hallucinative 
"Tobias Mindernickel" 

of LOVE. Thomas 

agery 
World War 

_ from his 
led to his composition of the MAGIC 
moth work the Judeo-Christian culture 

concept again, strongly 
Krokowski who in his pseudoscientific lecture on "Love and 
speculates that LOVE suppressed by re-appears in the form 
disease. Krokowski's appearance, gestures, and words are 

of shameless intellectual 
"".,., .. ",~ti",., of the true values of LOVE. The Hans 

Castorp Krokowski's temptation. This powerful act marks a 
complete reversal of the theme of LOVE expressed by 

mstol)n~lllam figures in Thomas Mann's fiction. His new Humanism 
made him victorious over the archetype of deceit. This 

into his work through the recognition of LOVE's om
nipotence, even if Thomas Mann's fictional naturalistic setting seems 
dramatic. 

Almost twenty years later, in DR. FAUSTUS, Thomas Mann had 
to develop his own technique of expressing the ultimate level of LOVE 
of his message. Adrian Leverkuhn's development appears on two 
levels: first, the fatally determined biological one, and second, a 
metaphysical evolution due to conscious and responsible decisions. 
Three stages of the celebral syphilis Adrian contracts, as well as the 
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headaches he inherited from his father represent the hybris of 
WISSBEGIER (intellectual hunger), a Faustian motive, driving 
both father and son to explore and to accept the occult. 
Mephistopheles promises the gift of the capacity of insight and the ex
pression of this through a musical work of art: DR. FAUSTUS 
WEHEKLAGE, Adrian must forever renounce LOVE. 

At the peak of the plot and the unfolding of the theme, Adrian 
presents this musical expression of his insight to a selected audience, 
his moment of truth. The scene is filled with agony and tragic irony: 
Adrian's message is understood by no one ... Medically this moment 
of exhausting tension of the last flickering of the overproductive, 
stressed mind of the third syphilitic patient leads to the in
evitable destruction of his infected brain, but before the falls, 
Adrian receives into his own hybris. 

Thomas Mann's into dimensions of LOVE extends beyond 
the physical destruction of earthly existence, and offers a possibility of 
transcendence to a real beginning. While his early writings diminished 
the Mephistopheles figure to won needs and idiosyncracies, now with 
his mature LEBENSWEISHEIT he envisioned the wretchedness that 
occurs when hybris rules the creative mind and so become deprived of 
the omnipotence of LOVE. Thomas Mann had finally expressed his 
humanism, his belief in man's capacity to make the right choices 
through his exercise of free will. Indeed Thomas Mann's last works are 
strong with hope and filled with LOVE, and thus Mephistopheles, who 
once again plays the traditional role of the Evil Antagonist, becomes a 
strong and significant bearer of the message he represents, making it 
clear and simple - as Thomas Mann knew - that all great and true 
things, in reality, are. 
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AND 
PRESCRIPTION: 

OPINION 

decadent, 

morality, 

II 

ji 

"Let the tragedy 
lack of health ;:OUJLU"""" 

(original) tragic vision? 

Are we sufficiently 
opiate of our higher 
bought at what cost does 

Nietzsche's 
ing tragedy. If 
ground, then dU<ll';t,lUll 

dangerous 
we, innoculated 
might better 

MORPHOLOGY: 
Nietzsche's 

lematic. His 
evaluation. With our now more radical ,",M'''''''''''''_ 
is encountered as part of the When fun 
absolute vision itself comes to be diagnosed as the imbalance in 
stitution. 

Our 'second opinion' prescribes we reconsider and reconstitute 
ourselves to at least include the good of hearing and of woman in 
healthier regime. 

Nietzsche of course celebrated all his senses. If it can now be shown 
that in his most mature judgment all are consistently subordinated 
sight. If small and especially hearing be held as vassals, if clear counter
instance does not exist. Then Vision's Madness stands revealed. 
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In this paper an of Hubert novels as well as 
of criticism of his novels will be treated. Each one of the four 
novels is characterized by the existence of certain words or con
cepts. In TrQu de memoire for the author uses the words 

and in order to achieve a threefold purpose: 
and at the same time a certain of to of-

fer an of the novel, or indeed to create its ""-.,,.UH,,;, 
to condition critical response to the text. In this way, once 

with reference to Trou de an often excessive 
art in which murder has an esthetic value 

or moral one. 

In his three other novels the same tendancies may be revealed. The 
link between literature and revolution in Prochain is ~"I""~'''~ 
as reflecting the colonised state of mind of the Quebec writer and the 
need for a political revolution. In the the title directs the 
critic towards an of the 
which and present are woven in a manner reminiscent of 

<LlJuue,uchurch music. Finally, numerous allusions to 
Hamlet in Neige noire lead the critic to a consideration of the theme of 
revenge and to the question of intertextuality in the noveL 

Closer examination of these explanations and lines of sug-
the author himself shows that they tend to lead the critic 

The purpose of this paper will be to show that all of 
novels remain ambiguous, and that the clear 

offers the critic is of an overall narrative d""t".,,"v 

this strate2:Y seeks to deny meaning' rather than to create it 
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J. H. Kells in his recent 

sion of beIng a 
to her sister in debate, 
herself at risk. Ismene, 

her life at risk in 
this respect at least Ismene is the more 

.JJun;VIA.£ 

\JUUUllS.II.,Y has a menucu,Y 

ed from weakest to st ... ",.,O'",,,t· "h"",,,,,,,t.i,,,, 
o bserva tional 

which sentences are and are not _ 
adequacy and also requires correct of their structure; ex-

."."",,,,.,.,,,, the other two and also l'"""",,.,,Q 
theory do so in terms of a very restricted set of universal, max-

prInCIple,s, learnable a child in a limited 
with access to limited data Andrew Radford 
tional Cambridge Un. Press, 25-6). 
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Although such a hierarchy of adequacy might apply in an intral
ingual (monolingual) syntactical theory, it does not when one 
specifically compares non-compatible (i.e., SVO, VSO, vas, etc.) gram
mars, specifically in the adoption of relational grammar as outlined 
Perlmutter and Postal. 

An examination of simple passivizations in English, Chinese and 
Malagasy, respectively: 
1. a. Rosa washed the clothes. 

b. The clothes were washed by Rosa. 
2. a. Losa xi ylfu 11'1. 

b. ylfu bel Losa xi lao 
3. a. manasa ny lamba ity Rasoa. 

b. sasan-nRasoa ity ny lamba. 

demonstrates that although relational grammar does not meet the 
criteria for observational or descriptive adequacy, it does have excep
tional explanatory power, specifically in describing passivization as a 2 
to 1 advancement. There also seems to be a "self-adequating" 
about relational grammar that makes the definitions for adequacy pro
posed for intralingual hypotheses obsolete for inter lingual hypotheses. 
Relational grammar may sacrifice observational and descriptive ade
quacies, but it does so in order to gain greater explanatory power, and 
that gain makes such sacrifices worthwhile. 

One conclusion that can be drawn is that adequacies for interlingual 
grammars need to be studied and formalized so that relational grammar 
can be with other inter lingual hypotheses more carefully. 

<V 

wrote after coming to 
- a dramatic monologue 
in 1887. The poem's per

that she is blatantly frank 
woman on the plains, and the poet's 

for a male poet at this time. 

heroine's dilemma in two pieces of 
Checkered Years (1884-89) and Carl 
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the poetic technique he employes 
feelings might be traced to the 

dramatic monologues of Robert 
Lyons has welded a highly original 
monologue - that reveals deep insight into 
before feminism became popular as a cultural rrltmt'm,pnt 

One of the most effective dimensions of 
of religious symbolism and allusion. This 

soul, still uses Biblical and 
ironic nature of her dehumanization. 

notions in such a way that what in 
as sacred in her case becomes 

Sources of the woman's plight on the 
Lucetti's Women of the West, show 

curate. Moreover, using the imagery 
storms, dirt - this poet is able to 
who feel trapped in any situation, and as such 
solid tribute to the struggles of women, not 
western civilization at large. 

"LAZY 

University 

Courses on cOlmplosiiticm 
such units often strike 
this is probably because 
complete and so 

the student 
or 

to im-

The include the theory of 
so-called "informal" fallacies. 

more 
more tested 

""''''''"'', whose members 
syllogism and the dilemma. 

as propositional arguments are 
more widely used, and practically 

than Aristotelian syllogisms. 

But this situation with its unfortunate consequences might change 
thanks to the efforts of Shea Zellweger, an American psychologist and 
semiotician. After an exhaustive study of virtually all known logic nota
tions, he has devised an elegant system of symbols - "The Logic 
Alphabet" - for 'or', 'and', 'if ... , then ... ' and thirteen other binary 
connectives. This set of connectives provides structure to the arguments 
of propostional logic. Using familiar letter shapes and inversions 
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propositions as "It is not 
case that wrote Hamlet and that Bacon wrote 

"If wrote Hamlet, didn't write 

such an 
his 

interest is the which both 

a textual unit comes to be (in
is that A. Greimas. In his 

he devised an infralexical of 
meamllg as built up the iteration of in-

units {'semes'}. Such a model of would be 
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amenable to automatic pr~)cessing, 

tion automatic translation researchers. 

In my view, a large scale 
semiotic make up 

simulate verbal 

at the lexical 

Another group of uses for 'head' is 
ternal perception of that of the 

",nlve.'v".", whose seat of is nQ'~"",i",>rl 

the heart or liver. This makes it PU:;;,aUH;; 

of a as its head -
moreover, may form the toT)ml[)st 

We realize then that 'head' as a is a cluster of 
tial that it is When it is in context, 

these semiotic n"1~."'"lti", 
it constitutes the 

other 

is actualized. (In terms of a dvHdi,.. n",,,,,,.,,..._ 
of implicit "",,,,,a,-,,,,,,". 

a potentlllJ for a value or for a 
~'UH""'L1UH that calls for differentiation, or for a modality that 

we liken to a kind of internal pelrCeptlOn. 

It will be clear how an undertaking the investigation of our 
vocabular would be. It perhaps be and useful 
researchinll the field of for words that refer to 

life, like those for parts of the for 
for perceptions of natural 
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it is well known that when he wrote Lorenzaccio Musset 
on George Sand's manuscript entitled 

"m',,~U'l:n',I,U,"", en 1537, no one has been able to say 
Musset should have ever of such a play, so un-

~"-~,-,-, .. ,~ of his dramatic as a or Sand 
have ever taken it into her head to show her lover a 
a few years old, and not obviously more interesting to him than 

any of her other writing. 

The event that might have set Musset on the path of 
Lorenzaccio was the publication in 1833 of a French translation by Far-

of Benvenuto Cellini's autobiography. There is little doubt that 
Musset was familiar with at least part of this text because it reappears 
in Musset's plans, if not in the final version of the play. His initial use of 
the orthography "Laurenzaccio" can also be explained in part by the in
fluence of the Farjasse Cellini. 

The latter also contains a summary of the Lorenzo affair. This sum
mary, by the translator, bears a close resemblance to some of 
the main features of the of the play, which in turn differs 

these same aspects from the Varchi. If Musset had read the 
would have viewed the summary as erroneous, 

thrust. At the same time, he had no 
1833, and Sand had no particular 

her 
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of numamty 

"luminous detaiL" The 
multitudinous detail. 
with the method of aHA,'''''!,!,,;' 

that historical 
valuable. He 
Naturam. He 
strict Canonist 

mercial 
fluence "nU"lIB 

sins of rather than sins of usury. 
passage in Canto XVIII as 
precept that the state has credit and need not borrow 
Pound reiterates the Douglasite postulate that wars are 
machinations of the Money Power. Pound, like sees 
highest form of sabotage. He indicts usury on moral and 
grounds as well as on monetary-economic grounds. Usury causes inade
quate and ugly housing. Usury is the direct cause of sterility in the arts, 
the crafts, the economic life, and the religious life. Usury interferes with 
the distritbution of goods; it prevents rightful profit: it has a corrosive 
and fatal effect on the crafts. frustrates the plenitude of nature's 
abundance by conditions which cause the 
wide prevalence of abortions, late unproductive marriages, rich old men 

the necessity of young newly-married couples 
etc. It is obvious that Ezra Pound would 

UHl-'dLlI::HL with all the over the "population explosion" 
and the "threat of world starvation." It is quite obvious what his 
response would be to the much-vaunted "birth control " Pound would 
suggest that takes precedence over money which is only a 
man-made ticket system, not a product of Divine Revelation inscribed on 
tablets of stone. 
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of the life and works of Perec is 
The horrors wrought by the violation of 

dominate his haunt his dreams and surface 
in his fiction and film. Paradoxicallv. bv the imoosition of 

inr.".,.,,~ is not the only formal constraint which Perec 
La the text also contains a a modified 

panagram, a procedure borrowed from Raymond Roussel in which a 
begins and ends with the same sentence with one letter '''''U',~''''LA, 

and the extensive use of quotes, summaries and allusions from over thir
tyauthors. 

It is certain that it is the constraint of the missing letter E which is 
the most productive of Perec's techniques in La One would 
expect the novel's vocabulary to be impoverished; on the contrary, the 
reader encounters on every page rare and poetic words. In the course of 
the narrative, the absence of the E becomes a resonant It in-
trudes upon the text through the characters' sense that is 

from their lives and through recurring symbols which they seek 
"un rond pas tout a fait clos, finissant par un trait 

and "trois traits horizontaux (dont l'un au moins parassait 
as it appears on the grave of Clifford, is 

Ui:tUUI,UIUIl and death, the sign of a curse which pursues 

game with 
l'H',otrml1lri DIF!Y'§lon:al obsessions. His 

emergence in La as an imaginative story-teller spr-
from the of constraint. Perec becomes Perec as the result 

of two resonant creative forces: on the one hand the and in 
games; on the other, the exerience, the scars left the 

deaths of his parents. It is in La Disparition that for the first time, the 
two forces meet. 
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The Tale Sir Gareth 
Arthuriad for which 

bad French mIme, 
Kay. 

A source for the fair hands 
may be found in the medieval science of 
"Whenne pe palmes of pe honde er 
bytoknys his lord weI to many crates, 
and it ys a tokenyng of good gouernance." This was 

that Gareth was, a man of skill and 
blood. 

A source for the bad grammar of 
character Sir Kay himself. stresses more 
that the court only followed Kay's This 
way of that Kay's of French 
knowledge of physiognomy and that Kay's failure 
significance of Gareth's hands was not 
of one science but his attention to the hands 
name was of his an all-around fool as 
elsewhere in his works. 

This of Sir as the fool, 
Mallory into the tale, adds one more layer of 
otherwise very story. 
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THE RHETORIC OF CONFRONTATION: 
PSYCHE AND STYLE IN THE WORK 

OF THEODORE 
George ,"'iU1.1:Ulp.r 

Minot State College 

All poems are. to some extent. strategies for confronting psychic 
dragons. The poems of Theodore Roethke are especially so. His work 
was, he said, an attempt "to translate and Ihisl 'life; the sense of 
being defiled by it." In his poems this defilement presents itself as 
an obsession with abstractness. Bodiless forces with names 
hold him in thrall. Context and connection become a dense matrix in 
which detail is lost or ineffective. Passive. detached. he 
seems able to name his condition of panic. He himself stands 
remote and nmrn'<>l"l", • ., 

The bulk of Roethke's work is an attempt to move beyond this nam
ing stage into an active confrontations with reality. He adopts a number 
of aggressive confrontation with reality. He adopts a number of ag
gressive stances and strategies designed, we infer, to engage the troubl
ing agencies. to fragment and disorient them, hoping to reassemble from 
the pieces a more malleable vision. In the poetry of the late 30's and ear
ly 40's, Roethke develops three of these strategies. 

First came overt polarization which set one abstraction against 
another: poetry against prose, metaphor against understanding, intensi
ty against middle-class inanity. 

About the same time came a fascination with a dark ti1~eo!og:v: 
baud's 

poetic 
In these poems, ex

Details grow more precise as 
uncertain. The narrative line disap-

pears. We hear voices, cannot be sure of their context. Poets 
have not cared to work the that Roethke broke. But on another 
level, seem to have done their work, since he was able to move 
through them to a more serene, complex, and whole vision of the later 
poems of the 1950's. 
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